Roll-up necklace case
Sewing pattern

Design and copyright: Tinneke Grauwels / Peggy Sew

Roll-up necklace case
Materials
Pattern (1/2” seam allowance included unless indicated otherwise)
Fabric recommendations for a necklace case made with three different fabrics:
Fabric A : 1/3 yard of 44-45" wide fabric for the outside and for the flap and pockets on the inside
Fabric B: 1/3 yard of 44-45" wide fabric for the inside
Fabric C: 1/10 yard if you make a closure strip in a different color. You can also use the leftovers
of fabric B. Instead of making a fabric strip you can also use 2 pieces of ribbon measuring 14”
each.
Fusible fleece : 1/3 yard
EU: Vilene H630 Iron-On Light Fleece
USA, similar product: Pellon 987F Fusible Fleece

You can also use other types of interfacing and fleece to give your roll-up case the feel that
you prefer.
7 small circle snaps or 7 buttons
Coordinating thread

Copyright Tinneke Grauwels / Peggy Sew
This is a free pattern. Items that are made from this pattern may be sold in small amounts if they are
made by yourself and if you give credit to the designer. Please always mention: “based on a pattern
designed by Peggysew”
The pattern itself may not be copied or sold. If you know someone who also wants to make this item,
please ask him/her to download the pattern from www.peggysew.com
Creating a pattern takes a lot of time and energy so thank you for respecting the copyright.
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1) Getting started
Print the pattern pieces without resizing and cut them out. Match up the pieces with
corresponding letters and tape them together. The pieces should not overlap.

A A

Put your pattern pieces on the fabric and cut out. Repeat for the fusible fleece. Remember to
put your pattern pieces on the fabric fold where indicated.
Take over the marks on your interior fabric for the loops.
Fuse the fleece to the wrong side of the exterior main panel and to 1 of the strip pieces

2) Loops
Take a loop piece and fold it in half crosswise, right sides together.
Stitch along both long edges at 1/2”.

Cut off the corners. Don't cut through your seams.
Turn the loop right side out. If needed, use the back of a pencil to push out the corners.
Press.
Repeat for the other loop pieces.
Attach the snaps to the loops. Place the socket at 1/2” from the short edge. Place the stud at
2,4” from the short edge

alternative: instead of using snaps, you can also use a button and make a buttonhole.
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3) Attach loops to interior main panel
Put your interior panel right side up. Pin the loops on the marks and baste at 1/4” seam
allowance.

4) Make strip
Pin both pieces of the strip together, right sides together. Stitch around both long edges and 1
short edge. Cut off the corners. Don't cut through your seams.

Turn the strip right side out. Push out the corners. Use the back of a pencil if needed. Topstitch
the whole way around at 1/8” seam allowance to strengthen the strip.
Instead of making a fabric strip, you can use 2 ribbons that you can tie together.

5) Flap and pocket piece
Take your flap piece and fold it in half lengthwise right sides facing.
Stitch along the short edges at 1/4”. Cut off the corners but don't cut through your seams.
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Turn the flap right side out and push out the corners. Topstitch along the long folded edge at
1/8” and press.
Repeat for your pocket piece. You will now have 2 identical pieces.

6) Attach flap and pocket piece to main interior panel
Center your flap on the upper long edge of the interior main panel. Raw edges should match
and right sides should face each other. The flap will cover the loops.
Center your pocket piece on the lower long edge of the interior main panel. Raw edges should
match and right sides should face each other.
Baste the pocket piece and flap onto the main panel at 1/4”

Make the pockets:
Stitch the short edges of the pocket piece onto the main panel. Draw vertical lines onto the
pocket panel to divide it into 6 pockets (see picture). You can use chalk or a fabric pen. Each
pocket should be about 2” wide. Stitch on the lines you just drew.
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7) Final assembly
Pin the strip onto the interior main panel, centered on one of short edges. (see picture) The strip
should be pointing inwards.
If you want to use ribbons instead of a fabric strip, pin the ribbons in the middle of one of the
short edges.

Now take your exterior main panel and pin it to the interior main panel, right sides together.
Stitch all the way around at 1/2” seam allowance. Leave an opening of 4” on the short edge
where you didn't attach the strip or ribbons.

Cut off all 4 corners.
Turn your roll-up case right side out and push out the corners. Straighten the edges and press.
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Top stitch the whole way around at 1/8”. This will also close the opening you left in the previous
step.

If you used a fabric strip to close your roll-up case, you'll now have to attach the snap to the
strip.
Place the stud at 1” from the short edge. Roll up your case and fold the strip around the case.
Now mark where the socket has to be placed and attach it to the strip.
Instead of using a snap, you can use a button and make a buttonhole.
Congratulations! Your roll-up necklace case is done.
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